
Partnerships 
A BTB partner is a company or individual who swaps links, cross-

promotes, and coordinates with me on creating valuable content and

boosting sales for both parties. There is no commission-based

agreement, and usually involves the following: 

Sharing each other's articles, products, or content 

Tagging each other in business or promotional opportunities online 

Promoting each other via word of mouth or on social media with no compassion

in return 

Coupon codes to promote but no compensation

AZ Dance Medicine Specialists 

Ballerina Badass

Powerdance Technique 

The Whole Dancer 

Zarely Co 

Current partners include:



Affiliates
A BTB affiliate is a company or individual who compensates me per referral, lead, or sale

at a pre-negotiated rate.  

There are several ways in which BTB promotes affiliates:

Links + Coupon codes in email shoutouts 

Deep links within blog posts

Sidebar or footer graphics

Pinterest graphics

Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram shares

Affiliate Campaigns

Affiliates + commission rates
(most often used. Full list available on website.)

Etsy - 2-4% 

Dancewear Solutions - 6% 

ProSource Fitness - 7% 

Fit Lifestyle Box - 20% 

The Human Trainer - 15% 

Evolve Fitwear - 6% 

Danzia - 6% 

SheIn - 10% 

Kdeer - 8% 

Yoga Club - 15% 

Fit Simply - 20% 

KD Dance - 5% 

Stretch Strength - 10% 

Swarovski - 10% 

Drip Drop Hydration - 10% 

TRX Trainer - 8% 

Amazon - 2-10% 

Danskin - 2% 

Fit Bit - 10%



Photo and link shared on social media

Coupon code to encourage purchases

Email mention

Unboxing video

Short video clips or gifs wearing or

using a product

Store Spotlight post (sharing products in

a blog post, often coupled with coupon

code or giveaway)

Blog post tutorial (explaining value and

demonstrating proper use of product)

Blog post full review (detailed, critical,

constructive overview listing pros and

cons, reflection and recommendation)

Guest post (BTB article on your blog, or

vice versus)

Pinterest graphics and shares to group

boards

Giveaways to generate excitement

Affiliate Campaigns are designed to fully exhaust all possible reach options, and promote the

affiliate 7-15 times over the course of a month, which can lead to higher conversion rates.  

Campaign options include:

Affiliate Campaign


